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1) No new indictments (yet) has rattled some people. When something doesn’t

make sense on the surface, look for the variable. When analyzing Mueller's move

from a warfare or chess match perspective, no indictments makes sense. Trump

has to be dealt w/ �rst & pardon power removed

2) These are the only cases in US history that have a : 

-Nat Security crisis built in to it 

-Foreign adversary controlling POTUS 

-POTUS lack of regard for law so deep that dishonorable moves are the norm 

-SC & Prosecution under continuous attack w/ propaganda & firings

3) Mueller knew Trump couldn’t handle everyone around him & family being indicted. A Nat Security

crisis could occur (sub thread). Additionally Trump could do instant pardons for his kids. State

prosecutions (NY) could be affected. The courts could tie up. 
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4) Mueller & his team of brilliant minds probably White Boarded the whole thing out so the cases could

proceed while being attacked b4 ultimately dealing w/ Trump directly (now). Mueller made his report

untouchable, unalterable and certain to reach the public- I'll explain below.

(5) Mueller's Whiteboard- simplified 

1 Investigate 

2 Learn all the facts w/ cooperation deals 

3 Hand off side cases to US Attys 

4 Keep indictments secret that name Trump- avoids pardons, preserves St go first option 

5 Hand off core cases to US Attys to preserve cases & end report

(6) Mueller's Whiteboard (con't) 

6 When we know everything, hand off everything including sealed indictments. 

7 Pause to present report on Trump to AG, Congress & the public. 

8 End Special Counsel. 

9 Multiple offices continue indictments, potentially pardon free if Trump is gone

7) Mueller’s master stroke was moving cases to multiple offices. Rather than build a 500 employee SC

wing of the DOJ, handing off cases insured they could not be shut down. It built the ultimate team to

protect the cases & they are all moving forward, sealed indictments included.

8) Moving Mueller's cases to multiple offices also preserves his report. The report in its entirety is

confidential, but it's really not. The chapters are already at multiple US attorney's offices. You can bet

Mueller gave each office voluminous, detailed & complete info. Why?

9) It hit me when watching Glenn Kirschner, who does awesome analysis & has great experience. Mueller

once handed off a case to him that was expertly done, rich in detail beyond any level he had seen. BOOM.

Mueller gave US Attys the same- they have chapters of the Mueller Report.

10) The Mueller report is not only with Barr & Rosenstein. Each chapter, in rich & sometimes gory detail

is sitting in a US attorney or NYAG office. Much of it is summarized in indictments. For those worried

about Barr hiding it, he can’t. Executive privilege-tough luck for Trump

11) Mueller may testify before Congress. Prosecutors will move forward w/ the cases. We are in Trump
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extraction mode now. His options are dwindling. Getting him out will make the legal process smoother-

understatement. Mueller doesn’t leak, but he sure knew the right way to share

12) While it feels like high anxiety all over the place, I know Putin is not going to be allowed to maintain

control of the presidency. Mueller's report will barbecue him & the Russian intel that attacked us.

Trump's post election treason will be even more egregious in this light


